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The legal dispute over one of the Obama Administration’s signature regulatory programs – the Clean Power Plan
(the “CPP”) – took an unexpected turn on February 9, 2016, when the Supreme Court granted a request by 27
states and other litigants to stay the implementation of the CPP until the legal challenges against it are settled
(the “Ruling”). 1

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit had declined to stay the CPP, finding that the
petitioners had failed to meet the stringent standards for obtaining a preliminary injunction pending court review.2
The Supreme Court disagreed.
Never before has the Supreme Court stayed implementation of a rule before the lower court has ruled on its
merits.3 Furthermore, the Ruling is seemingly is “politicized” by a 5-4 vote along ideological lines as well as by
the absence of any textual reasoning behind the Court’s unprecedented decision (including absence of
reasoning for departing from long-standing court-made rules requiring considerable weight to be accorded to
executive department’s construction of statutory schemes it is entrusted to administer). 4
Oral arguments are scheduled to be held in June 2016 before the D.C. Circuit. A ruling is not likely to be
forthcoming for months after that, and however that court rules, the losing parties are likely to seek certiorari to
the Supreme Court. Even if the CPP is upheld on review, the Supreme Court is not likely to issue a final decision
(and thus allow the stay to be lifted) until late 2017 at the earliest.
The Ruling substantially hinders the implementation of one of the most important carbon dioxide emission
reduction plans proposed by the Obama Administration. It also impedes the efforts to back the American
commitments under the Paris 21st Conference of Parties accord (the “COP21 Agreement”), signed in December
2015.
In spite of the temporary setback for the CPP, the program is far from vanquished. In fact, a few considerations
suggest that the CPP, or at the very least its objectives, may survive the legal challenges waged against it.
First, Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia passed away four days after the Ruling was issued. For over a
decade, Justice Scalia contended that the statutory underpinnings for the Environmental Protection Agency’s
(the “EPA”) authority to administer the CPP – the Clean Air Act – does not authorize the EPA to regulate
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green-house gases (“GHG”) emissions but only conventional lower-atmosphere pollutants. 5 With Justice Scalia’s
departure, the opposition to the CPP weakens and a possibility for a replacement justice holding less
antagonistic views of the CPP has emerged.
Second, while the CPP is the only federal regulation tailored to reduce GHG emissions from existing electric
generation, many other current and planned federal and state programs are designed to achieve emission
reductions from the power generation sector. While these programs may not be as significant as the CPP in
regards to its specific targets, they are substantially impactful when considered in the aggregate. Such programs
include the EPA’s Mercury and Air Toxics Standard, the Carbon Pollution Standards for New, Modified and
Reconstructed Power Plants, federal and state renewable energy, energy efficiency and demand-response
incentives as well as renewable portfolio standards. In additional to these programs, future federal and state
regulations are currently being considered to curb GHG emissions from other major-GHG-emitting industries and
sources, such as the aviation, shipping, oil and gas industries. Prominent examples are the EPA’s proposed Oil
and Natural Gas Air Pollution Standards 6, and the first steps taken by the EPA to set standards for aviation GHG
emissions to be adopted by the International Civil Aviation Organization.7

Third, not all states took part or agree with those suing the EPA over the CPP. Indeed, 25 states, counties and
cities, some of which rank high among the most energy-producing states (e.g., California, Illinois, New Mexico)8,
have vowed to continue defending the CPP and pursuing its emission reduction targets.9 Other high-energyproducing states not forming part of the foregoing coalition, such as Pennsylvania, have made similar
commitments.10 Even some high-energy-producing states that have joined the legal action against the EPA,
such as Colorado, have announced that they will continue to invest in curbing GHG emissions from their energy
producing sector.11 A significant number of states realize and embrace the great importance of shifting their
electric sector to a cleaner and more efficient system. The EPA has stated that it would provide guidance and
assistance to all states that choose to cut carbon pollution despite the CPP stay.12

Fourth, even in states hostile to the CPP, many players in the utility industry are also taking steps that will reduce
GHG emissions, such as increasing their deployment of renewable generation. There are many commercial
factors driving such moves, including the aging of coal-fired power plants; an increasing recognition of the need
for resilience and diversification in utilities’ generation portfolios; the decreasing costs of renewable generation;
and the introduction of new technologies, including energy storage and micro-grids, that will simultaneously
reduce GHGs and create a more secure and resilient electric grid.
Finally, the United States, as the second largest CO2 emitter in the world,13 was among the leading forces
behind the international efforts to combat climate change, culminating in the signing of the COP21 Agreement.
This landmark agreement is the most comprehensive and legally binding climate-change agreement to date. Its
unprecedented unanimity among its parties reflects a firm and growing international political support for its
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targets. For these reasons, many believe the Ruling is unlikely to stave off the strong political and economic
momentum for action against global warming.14
Click here to download a printer-friendly version of this alert.
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